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What is Society? 

     A society is a group of individuals involved in persistent social interaction, or a 

large social group sharing the same spatial or social territory, typically subject to the 

same political authority and dominant cultural expectations. Societies are 

characterized by patterns of relationships (social relations) between individuals who 

share a distinctive culture and institutions; a given society may be described as the 

sum total of such relationships among its constituent of members. In the social 

sciences, a larger society often exhibits stratification or dominance patterns in 

subgroups. 

    Society is defined as a group of people living as a community or an organized 

group of people for a common purpose. 

Definition: 

A large group of people who live together in an organized way, making decisions about 

how to do things and sharing the work that needs to be done. All the people in 

a country, or in several similar countries, can be referred to as a society. 

                                                                                                           Oxford Dictionary 

Types of Societies 

            Societies are social groups that differ according to subsistence strategies, the 

ways that  humans use technology to provide needs for themselves. Although humans 

have established many types of societies throughout history, anthropologists tend to 

classify different societies according to the degree to which different groups within a 

society have unequal access to advantages such as resources, prestige, or power. 

Virtually all societies have developed some degree of inequality among their people 

through the process of social stratification, the division of members of a society into 

levels with unequal wealth, prestige, or power. Sociologists place societies in three 

broad categories: pre-industrial, industrial, and post-industrial. 

 Pre-industrial 

           In a pre-industrial society, food production, which is carried out through the 

use of human and animal labor, is the main economic activity. These societies can be 

subdivided according to their level of technology and their method of producing food. 

Unit I  

Society - Definition - Nature & Scope of Sociology  
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These subdivisions are hunting and gathering, pastoral, horticultural, agricultural, and 

feudal. 

Hunting and gathering 

           The main form of food production in such societies is the daily collection of 

wild plants and the hunting of wild animals. Hunter-gatherers move around constantly 

in search of food. As a result, they do not build permanent villages or create a wide 

variety of artifacts, and usually only form small groups such as bands and tribes. 

However, some hunting and gathering societies in areas with abundant resources (such 

as people of tlingit) lived in larger groups and formed complex hierarchical social 

structures such as chiefdom. The need for mobility also limits the size of these 

societies. They generally consist of fewer than 60 people and rarely exceed 100. 

Statuses within the tribe are relatively equal, and decisions are reached through 

general agreement. The ties that bind the tribe are more complex than those of the 

bands. Leadership is personal—charismatic—and used for special purposes only in 

tribal society. There are no political offices containing real power, and a chief is 

merely a person of influence, a sort of adviser; therefore, tribal consolidations for 

collective action are not governmental. The family forms the main social unit, with 

most members being related by birth or marriage. This type of organization requires 

the family to carry out most social functions, including production and education. 

Pastoral 

          Pastoralism is a slightly more efficient form of subsistence. Rather than 

searching for food on a daily basis, members of a pastoral society rely on 

domesticated herd animals to meet their food needs. Pastoralists live a nomadic life, 

moving their herds from one pasture to another. Because their food supply is far more 

reliable, pastoral societies can support larger populations. Since there are food 

surpluses, fewer people are needed to produce food. As a result, the division of labor 

(the specialization by individuals or groups in the performance of specific economic 

activities) becomes more complex. For example, some people become craftworkers, 

producing tools, weapons, and jewelry, among other items of value. The production of 

goods encourages trade. This trade helps to create inequality, as some families acquire 

more goods than others do. These families often gain power through their 

increased wealth. The passing on of property from one generation to another helps to 

centralize wealth and power. Over time emerge hereditary chieftainships, the typical 

form of government in pastoral societies. 

Horticultural 

           Fruits and vegetables grown in garden plots that have been cleared from the 

jungle or forest provide the main source of food in a horticultural society. These 

societies have a level of technology and complexity similar to pastoral societies. Some 
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horticultural groups use the slash-and-burn method to raise crops. The wild vegetation 

is cut and burned, and ashes are used as fertilizers. Horticulturists use human labor 

and simple tools to cultivate the land for one or more seasons. When the land becomes 

barren, horticulturists clear a new plot and leave the old plot to revert to its natural 

state. They may return to the original land several years later and begin the process 

again. By rotating their garden plots, horticulturists can stay in one area for a fairly 

long period of time. This allows them to build semi permanent or permanent villages. 

The size of a village's population depends on the amount of land available for 

farming; thus villages can range from as few as 30 people to as many as 2000. 

As with pastoral societies, surplus food leads to a more complex division of labor. 

Specialized roles in horticultural societies include craftspeople, shamans (religious 

leaders), and traders. This role specialization allows people to create a wide variety of 

artifacts. As in pastoral societies, surplus food can lead to inequalities in wealth and 

power within horticultural political systems, developed because of the settled nature of 

horticultural life. 

Agrarian 

            Agrarian societies use agricultural technological advances to cultivate crops 

over a large area. Sociologists use the phrase agricultural revolution to refer to the 

technological changes that occurred as long as 8,500 years ago that led to cultivating 

crops and raising farm animals. Increases in food supplies then led to larger 

populations than in earlier communities. This meant a greater surplus, which resulted 

in towns that became centers of trade supporting various rulers, educators, 

craftspeople, merchants, and religious leaders who did not have to worry about 

locating nourishment. 

Greater degrees of social stratification appeared in agrarian societies. For example, 

women previously had higher social status because they shared labor more equally 

with men. In hunting and gathering societies, women even gathered more food than 

men. However, as food stores improved and women took on lesser roles in providing 

food for the family, they increasingly became subordinate to men. As villages and 

towns expanded into neighboring areas, conflicts with other communities inevitably 

occurred. Farmers provided warriors with food in exchange for protection against 

invasion by enemies. A system of rulers with high social status also appeared. This 

nobility organized warriors to protect the society from invasion. In this way, the 

nobility managed to extract goods from "lesser" members of society. 

Feudal 

           Feudalism was a form of society based on ownership of land. Unlike today's 

farmers, vassals under feudalism were bound to cultivating their lord's land. In 

exchange for military protection, the lords exploited the peasants into providing food, 

crops, crafts, homage, and other services to the landowner. The estates of the 

realm system of feudalism was often multigenerational; the families of peasants may 

have cultivated their lord's land for generations. 
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Industrial 

             Between the 15th and 16th centuries, a new economic system emerged that 

began to replace feudalism. Capitalism is marked by open competition in a free 

market, in which the means of production are privately owned. Europe's exploration 

of the Americas served as one impetus for the development of capitalism. The 

introduction of foreign metals, silks, and spices stimulated great commercial activity 

in European societies. 

Industrial societies rely heavily on machines powered by fuels for the production of 

goods. This produced further dramatic increases in efficiency. The increased 

efficiency of production of the industrial revolution produced an even greater surplus 

than before. Now the surplus was not just agricultural goods, but also manufactured 

goods. This larger surplus caused all of the changes discussed earlier in the 

domestication revolution to become even more pronounced. 

Once again, the population boomed. Increased productivity made more goods 

available to everyone. However, inequality became even greater than before. The 

breakup of agricultural-based feudal societies caused many people to leave the land 

and seek employment in cities. This created a great surplus of labour and gave 

capitalists plenty of labourers who could be hired for extremely low wages. 

Post-industrial 

       Post-industrial societies are societies dominated by information, services, and 

high technology more than the production of goods. Advanced industrial societies are 

now seeing a shift toward an increase in service sectors over manufacturing and 

production. The United States is the first country to have over half of its work force 

employed in service industries. Service industries include government, research, 

education, health, sales, law, and banking. 

Introduction 

         Sociology, as compared to other social sciences, like economics and political 

science, is a young discipline. One could say, it is about a hundred-and-fifty years old 

but there Understanding Sociology has been a more rapid development of the subject 

in the last fifty to sixty years. This is partly due to desire, particularly, after the Second 

World War, to understand more about the behaviour of people in social situations. All 

social science subjects are concerned with the behaviour of people but each of them 

studies deferent aspects. Sociology, however, is concerned with social relations in 

general, and with social groups and institutions in particular. 

What is Sociology? 

      Sociology can be defined as a study of society or social life, of group interaction 

and of Social behaviour. 

      Sociology is the study of society, patterns of social relationships, social 

interaction, and culture that surrounds everyday life. 
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       Sociology is a body of learning about society. It is a description of ways to make 

society better. It is social ethics, a social philosophy. Generally, however, it is defined 

as a science of society. 

      Sociology is the discipline that attempts to understand the forces outside us that 

shape our lives, interests, and personalities. 

       Sociology is a systematic approach to thinking about, studying, and 

understanding society, human social behaviour, and social groups. 

       Sociology is the scientific study of society and human behaviour. 

Some of the definitions of Sociology are as follows: 

1. ‘Sociology is the science of society or of social phenomena -L.F. Ward 

2. The subject-matter of sociology is the inter-action of human minds’. -L.T. 

Hobhouse 

3.‘Sociology is the study of human inter-action and interrelation their conditions and 

consequences’. -M. Ginsberg 

4.‘Sociology is the study of the relationships between man and his human 

environment.’ -H.P. Fairchild 

5.‘Sociology may be defined as a body of scientific knowledge about human 

relationships.’ -J. F. Cuber 

6‘Sociology is the science of collective behaviour’. -R. E. Park and F. W. Burgess. 

 

Nature of Sociology  

    Sociology is the branch of knowledge and it has its own characteristics. 

Sociology has different nature in society. It is different from other sciences in 

certain respects.  

1) Sociology is an independent science:- Sociology has now emerged into an 

independent science. It is not treated and studied as a branch of any other science, 

like philosophy or political philosophy, or history. As an independent science is 

has its own field of study, boundary and method. 

2) Sociology is a social science not a physical science:- Sociology belongs to the 

family of social sciences, and not to the family of physical science. As a social 

science, it concentrates its attention on man, his social behaviors, social activities 

and social life. As a member of the family of social sciences it is intimately related 

to other social science like history, political science, economic, philosophy, 

anthropology etc. The fact that sociology deles with the social universe 

distinguishes it from astronomy, physics, Chemistry, Geology, Mathematics and 

others physical sciences. 

 

3) Sociology is a categorical and not a normative discipline:- Sociology 

“confines itself to statements about what is, not what should be or ought to be”. As 

a science, sociology is necessary silent about question of value. It does not make 

any kind of value-judgment. Its approach is neither moral nor immoral, but amoral. 
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It is ethically neutral, but does not mean that sociological knowledge is useless 

serves no purpose it only means that sociology as a discipline can’t deal with 

problems of good and evil, Right and wrong, and moral or immoral. 

4) Sociology is a pure science and not an applied science: – A distinction is 

often made between pure sciences and applied sciences. The main aim of pure 

sciences is the acquisition of knowledge and it is not bothered whether the acquired 

knowledge is useful or can be put to use on the other hand, the aim of applied 

science is to apply the acquired knowledge into life and to put it to use. Each pure 

science may have its own applied field. For example Physics is a pure science and 

engineering is it’s applied field. Sociology as a pure science has its applied field. 

Such as administration diplomacy, social work etc. Each pure science may have 

more than one application. Sociology is a pure science, because the immediate aim 

of sociology is the acquisition of knowledge about human society, not the 

utilization of that knowledge. 

5) Sociology is relatively an abstract science not a concrete science:- This does 

not mean that sociology is an art and not a science. Nor does it mean, it is 

unnecessarily complicated and unduly difficult. It only means that sociology is not 

interested in concrete manifestations of human events. It is more concerned with 

the form of human events and there patterns. For example sociology is not 

concerned with particular war and revolutions but with war and revolution in 

general, as social phenomena as types of social conflict. Similarly, Sociology does 

not confine itself to the study of this society that particular society, or social 

organization, or marriage, or religion, or group and so on. It is in this simple sense 

that sociology is an abstract not a concrete science. 

6) Sociology is a generalizing and not a particularizing or Individualizing 

Science:- Sociology tries to find out the general laws or principles about human 

interaction or situation, about the nature, From, Content, and structure of human 

group of societies. It does not study each and every event that takes place in the 

society. It is not possible also. It tries to make generalization on the basic of the 

study of some selected events. For example, a sociologist makes generalizations 

about the nature of secondary groups. He may conclude that secondary groups are 

comparatively bigger in size, less stable, not necessarily specially limited and so 

on. This he does not by examine all the secondary group  but by observing and 

studying a few. 

7) Sociology is a general Science and not a special Social Science:- The area of 

inquiry of sociology is general and not specialize. It is concerned with human 

interaction and human life in general other social sciences like political Science, 

History, Economic etc, also study man and human interaction, but not all about 

human interaction. They concentrate their attention on certain aspects of human 

interaction and activities. Accordingly Economic specializes itself in the study of 

economic activities. Political science concentrates on political activities and so on. 

Sociology, of-course dose not investigate Economic, Religious, Political, Legal, 

Moral or any other special kind of phenomenal in relation to human life and 

activities as such. It only studies human activities in a general way. 
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8 ) Finally, Sociology is both a Rational and an Empirical Science:- There are 

two broad ways of approach to scientific knowledge. One, Known as Empiricism 

is the approach that Empiricists experience and the facts that result from 

observation and experimentation. The other, known as rationalism stresses reason 

and the theories that result from logical inference. The Empiricists collects fact; the 

rationalist co-ordinates and arranges them. Theories and facts are required in the 

construction of knowledge. In Sociological inquiry both are significant. As 

Immanuel Kant said, “Theories without facts are empty, and facts without theories 

are blind”. All modern sciences, there-for avail them-self of both Empirical and 

Rational Sciences. Sociology is not an exception. 

 
 Scope of Sociology 

➢ It helps us to understand the effect of various social agencies like family, 

school on the students. 

➢ it studies the relationship between social class, culture, language, parental 

education, occupation and the achievement of the students. 

➢ It studies the role and structure of school, peer group on the personality of the 

students. 

➢ It provides an understanding of the problems such as,communalism,gender 

discrimination etc... 

 

The Five Sociological Perspectives 

    

                   A concept is an idea that helps us to organize our thoughts and 

perceptions, or make sense of what we observe. In sociology the concepts social 

structure, social action, functional integration, power, and culture are basic. 

 

Social Structure  

               This refers to the patterns of social relationships (such as marriage or 

employment), of social positions (such as priest), and of numbers of people (such as 

size of countries or how many of their citizens are over sixty). Although they can 

change rapidly, they are relatively stable over time. Although individuals can affect 

social structures, especially small ones, for the most part people adapt to them, making 

choices within the range of options that social structures leave open. 

Social Action 

               This exists to the extent that people's behavior is based on meaningful 

understandings of what they do, and is a response to, coordinated with, or oriented 

toward the actions of other people (Weber). Sociologists thus distinguish social action 

both from things that people do without conscious intention or self-awareness, that are 

completely automatic or determined by external causes, and from things people do 

entirely by themselves, without communication or effect on each other. Social action 

is a key concept in sociology because it refers to the ways in which individuals and 

groups try to make social life turn out as they want it to, and because it reveals to us 

how much almost everything people try to do depends on their relationships with 
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other people. Because people depend on relationships, they develop methods of 

communication. Our individual social actions both depend on and affect other people 

actions. 

 

Functional Integration 

             This refers to the interdependence among parts of a social system. Just as the 

human body is made up of interrelated parts each of which plays a role in maintaining 

the whole, so social systems are composed of interconnected parts that both support 

and depend on one another. Each part has contributions to make if the sum is to work 

well. These contributions are its functions - that is, functions are the effects that some 

social groups, event, or institution has within a system of relationships to other 

phenomena. Functionally integrated systems can also produce dysfunctions, or side-

effects that are not good for the system. Pollution is a dysfunctional consequence of 

our industrial system. Social Systems can also disintegrate. Like the old Soviet                              

 

Power  

             This is the capacity of one social actor - person, group, or organization - to get 

others to do its will, or to ensure that it will benefit from the actions of others. Power 

can be exercised directly by force, as when a parent punishes a child or a conquering 

army givers orders to those it has defeated. Its also be exercised indirectly by shaping 

a pattern of social structure, functional integration, or culture so that it benefits certain 

people rather than others. Power can be exercised in a personal relationship, or it can 

be very large scale and impersonal. Power can be wielded very straight forward and 

openly, or it can be hidden and involve tricks or manipulation. Attempts to exercise 

power may meet with resistance; this produces conflict, or the clash of powers. 

 

Culture  

            This is the language, norms, values, beliefs, knowledge, and symbols that 

make up a way of life. It is the understanding of how to act that people share with one 

another in any stable, self-reproducing group. Participation in a culture makes possible 

a meaningful understanding of one's own actions and those of others. Without culture 

it would be hard to communicate. When one culture is particularly distinct and set 

apart from the rest it is called a subculture. Individuals may participate in more than 

one subculture. No one is ever cultureless, however, for sharing in some culture or 

combination of cultures is an essential part of what we think of as humans. 


